[FBIS Report] 

The following lists selected reports carried in the Montenegrin press on 9 March. Further processing is indicated below. To request processing, please contact FBIS at

Vijesti, 9 Mar (Podgorica Vijesti in Serbo-Croatian -- privately owned daily)

1. p 3 Report by Ndj.R. on SNP chief whip Vukosc Simonovic saying that National director Ivo Pukanic delivered 7Q pages of documentation on tobacco smuggling. (36)°

2. p 3 Report by Z.V. on DPS spokesman Igor Luketic saying that independence referendum remains a realistic option. (36)

3. p 3 Statement by NS saying that this party has best deputies in Montenegrin parliament. (26)

4. p 3 Report on SDP chairman Ranko Krivokapic saying that SDP is not giving up project of holding independence referendum in May. (36)

5. p 4 Report by V.L. on government submitting new bill on local elections to parliament. (46)

6. p 4 Report by M.P. on changes of traffic regulations. (66)

7. p 5 Report by K.R. saying that three members of Montenegrin
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special police forces were arrested for helping with smuggling stolen cars. (305)

8. p 8 Report by G.M. on production plans of Pljevlja thermoelectric power plant. (505)

9. p 8 Report by B.C. on UFOs appearing near Bijelo Polje. (305)

Pobjeda 9 Mar (Podgorica Pobjeda in Serbo-Croatian -- daily newspaper owned and controlled by the Montenegrin government)

1. p 2 Report by Al. Radulovic on session of Montenegrin media working group; Sasa Brajovic elected chairman. (355)

2. p 4 Statement by Education Ministry on a teacher of Podgorica primary school being presented with a book; the teacher was the only one that did not join the recent strike. (355)


Dan 9 Mar (Podgorica Dan in Serbo-Croatian -- opposition daily that supports Momir Bulatovic and the NSS; extremely critical of Djukanovic)

1. p 3 Report by D.V. on SNS chairman Bozidar Boljovic criticizing "wise visions" of SDP chairman Ranko Krivokapic. (305)

2. p 8 Text by SNS senior member Goran Danilovic criticizing policy of ruling coalition in general and DPS in particular. (705)

3. p 1# Momcilo Veljkovic, member of Otpor organization from Kragujevac, accuses leadership of the organization of misappropriating funds. (605)

Glas Crnogoraca 8 Mar (Podgorica Glas Crnogoraca in Serbo-Croatian -- opposition daily that supports Predrag Bulatovic's SNP and its coalition with DOS in the FRY but is critical of Serbian PM Djindjic)

1. p 3 Report by V.J.R. on SNP chairman Predrag Bulatovic saying in Pluzine that SNP continues supporting common defence, market, customs and monetary system. (455)

2. p 3 Report by V.J.R. on Federal Prime Minister Dragisa Pesic visiting Pluzine. (355)

3. p 6 Report by Lj. Bozanovic on Yugoslav Army General Staff Chief Nebojsa Pavkovic visiting Podgorica Corps and Ostrog monastery. (105, processing)

4. p 11 Report by R.B. on group of young people using searchlights to simulate UFOs near Bijelo Polje. (305)

5. p 28 Report by D.J.S. on SNS chairman Bozidar Boljovic saying that DOS decision to leave DOS presidency was justified. (255)

Publitsa 9 Mar (Podgorica Publitsa in Serbo-Croatian -- privately owned political daily)

1. p 2 Montana-business report on Podgorica commercial court registering 3,000 new companies last year. (205)

2. p 3 Text by B.I. Miticic saying that change back from dinar to euro to dinar would be like replacing Italian shoes with Serbian peasant shoes. (655)
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